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Performing Lesbians: Constructing the Self, Constructing the Community

Deirdre Heddon

Oppressed people resist by identifying themselves as subject, by defining their reality, shaping their new identity, naming their history, telling their story. bell hooks

I write this at the beginning of the twenty-first century: a time when gay men and lesbians continue to be discriminated against in the UK, when the battle for legal recognition of gay and lesbian relationships still looms around the corner; when the proposal of a gay bishop has entirely split the international Anglican Church; and when Section 28 has only just this year been removed from the English statute books. I write this at a time, then, when the lesbian or gay subject is still struggling for their right to “be”. I also, however, write this at a time when, in theory, the notions of “self” and “community” are thoroughly – and I would argue, rightly – problematized.

The 1980s witnessed a flurry of various published anthologies that were primarily concerned with making visible the details of gay and lesbian lives. Such anthologies included Inventing Ourselves: Lesbian Life Stories, The Coming Out Stories and The Lesbian Path. Throughout the 1990s, there appeared to be a similar flurry of theatrical activity in Glasgow bearing a strong resemblance, in terms of aims and content, to these published anthologies. One difference between them, of course, was their medium of representation, and it is this difference that I aim to elucidate in this chapter.

Biography

In 1995, 7:84 Theatre Company (Scotland), working with the charity Scottish Aids Monitor, devised Talking Bollocks – a show that might be considered a “community
autobiography”, drawing as it does on the life stories of its participants, gay men with little or no previous experience of theatre. The overwhelming success of this show prompted the company to devise a follow-up in 1998. At the same time, Natalie Wilson, co-director of the Talking Bollocks projects, decided that there should be a female equivalent, and with the gay and lesbian theatre company, mct, devised a “sister” show, Fingerlicks. As with the Talking Bollocks performances, Fingerlicks proved to be a huge hit, reaching almost capacity audiences and prompting mct to produce Fingerlicks 2 in 1999. Finally, in 2000, 7:84 and mct combined forces to create Just Pretending, a project which appropriately involved both lesbians and gay men.

All of these performances share certain characteristics, not least that their focus is on the experiences of being gay or lesbian, with those experiences drawn directly from the life experiences of the gay and lesbian performer-participants. One other shared feature of Talking Bollocks, Fingerlicks, and Just Pretending is that their genesis is to be found in the gay and lesbian arts festival, Glasgay.

Glasgay, launched in 1994, has become the UK’s largest such festival, and is now an annual fixture in Glasgow’s calendar. That this festival is held in Glasgow, and not London, or indeed Manchester, both of which have sizeable gay and lesbian “villages”, is worth noting. One effect of Glasgay is that it has placed the gay and lesbian subject firmly within various real and representational frames. As the adage states, “We’re here….” Wilson, commenting on the popularity of Fingerlicks, implicitly references the more typical absence of lesbian representation: “audiences were wanting to see more of this type of work, wanting to see their lives on stage”.
Of course, mct and 7:84 were not the first companies to represent gay men and lesbians in Scotland, and the sheer variety of performances available in Glasgow, particularly following its hugely successful stint as European City of Culture in 1990, is noteworthy. Appreciating the diversity of cultural experiences, it is also to be acknowledged, however, that representations of gay and lesbian subjects within the theatrical frame remain infrequent events. The representation of “Scottish” gay men and lesbians is rarer still. Glasgay, even if only once a year, attempts to redress that balance. Throughout the two week festival, most major venues in the city play host to some event programmed as part of Glasgay, ranging from art exhibitions, to performance art, to music, to clubs, to poetry and literature readings. At the 2003 Glasgay, there were over 40 events, with artists invited from New York, Toronto, and South Africa. The programme included Diamanda Galás at the Scottish Concert Hall, a dramatisation of Louise Welsh’s crime thriller, The Cutting Room, at the Citizens Theatre, the Ballet Trockadero at the Theatre Royal, and Ursula Martinez’s OAP at the Centre of Contemporary Art.

Context

The highly visible backlash against the repeal of Section 28 in Scotland provides an illustrative example of the continuing prejudice against gay men and lesbians in Scotland. “Section 28” referred to Section 28 of the Local Government Act of 1986, amended in 1988 with a new Section, 2a, which provided that “A local authority shall not (a) intentionally promote homosexuality or publish material with the intention of promoting homosexuality; (b) promote the teaching in any maintained school of the acceptability of
homosexuality as a pretended family relationship.”

The establishment of the Scottish Parliament in 1999 enabled the Section to be repealed in Scotland in June 2000, but not before an impassioned “Keep the Clause” campaign was mounted by those opposed to its repeal. In a press release of October 1999, for example, headlined “No to gay lessons for Scottish school children”, the Christian Institute Scotland stated that “Some 70% of Scottish men believe that homosexual practice is wrong”, claiming to reproduce this statistic from a comprehensive 1994 study (the year before the first Talking Bollocks performance.)

The intended repeal of Section 28 also prompted Stagecoach tycoon, Brian Souter, to stage a private “referendum”, polling Scottish people on whether they thought the Section should be retained. More than a million Scots voted to keep Section 28 (87% of those who voted), whilst approximately 166,000 desired its repeal. This private “referendum” was widely dismissed by Scottish Parliamentary representatives who pointed out that only one in three potential voters in Scotland even bothered to return their ballot. Whilst this may indeed be the case, the fact that one million people had bothered to make their opinion known, and that this opinion was in support of, rather than against, Section 28, is not an insignificant number.

In the same year, Mori Scotland interviewed a sample of adults for the Sunday Herald, to determine public attitudes towards homosexuality. 33% of those polled agreed with Cardinal Winning’s description of homosexual relationships as “a perversion”. 14% indicated that if schools were to be allowed to discuss homosexuality, they should “teach children that homosexuality is wrong, and should not be tolerated as a way of life”, while 24% responded that schools should “teach children that
homosexuality is wrong, but should be tolerated as a way of life”. According to these figures, more than one in three people, in Scotland, in the twenty-first century, continues to believe that “homosexuality is wrong”.17 Another poll, undertaken by the National Centre for Social Research in the Summer of 2000, reports similar findings: “39% of Scots think that homosexuality is ‘always wrong’.18

While Talking Bollocks and Fingerlicks were performed prior to these polls, the attitudes represented by them are precisely the ingrained and everyday attitudes that the performance events were responding to. Within such an atmosphere of intolerance, the need for “community” and the insistence upon the gay or lesbian “self”’s right to be, becomes imperative rather than academic. It is this culture of homophobia that prompted so many shows to take as their foundation the “real stories” – the lived lives – of actual gay men and lesbians. Using their own voices, the performers have the means to talk back, to insist, and to challenge. Importantly, the voices heard here are voices of gay men and lesbians living in Scotland, and that cultural location is as recognized and as important as any sexual identity.

Like the earlier published anthologies these performances seek to represent the marginalized and often objectified gay men and lesbians, allowing them to be – or become – subjects. In the remainder of this chapter, I wish to place one of these performances, Fingerlicks (1998), beside the published works in order to ask what difference (this) performance potentially makes to the representation of “lesbian” selves.
Different Stories

Anthologies of personal narratives written by lesbians implicitly challenge the assumption that a heterosexual identity is the only, or only legitimate, identity. These autobiographical narratives suggest other lives and other life-paths, providing a different model for a life than that of normative heterosexuality. At the same time, through figuring this “other” subject, they also reveal the presence of that dominant hetero-normative narrative. As Biddy Martin writes in relation to lesbian personal narratives:

Rendering lesbianism natural, self-evident, original, can have the effect of emptying traditional representations of their content, of contesting the only apparent self-evidence of “normal” (read heterosexual) life course.  

On a very simple level, the stories told extend the range of stories available. Being part of discourse they also extend the range of lives available to be lived. As Liz Stanley insists, stories are preoccupied with a “literary and political re-shaping of language and thus consciousness.”

The fact that the stories are told by self-identified lesbians is also politically crucial. These “lay” stories challenge the historical “expert’s story” of the dysfunctional, immature, not fully developed, inverted homosexual, or the alternative “clergy’s story” of sinful and unnatural behaviour. In Ken Plummer’s words, the “sexual stories of authority – given to us from on high by the men in black frocks and white coats – are fracturing in the face of participant stories.” Through their stories, then, the storytellers not only claim identities for themselves, but they may also attempt to rewrite what those identities mean. These stories are not guilty confessions, but are most typically celebrations – celebrations of being here, of presence. The act of writing enacts the writer, bringing her
in to existence, as matter. And her life story as something that also matters; that has a right to be read. The writer of the lesbian autobiographical narrative is a subject in her own story, rather than the medical or psychiatric object of interest. For Martin, the personal narratives are responses to the at least implicit questions of what it means to be a lesbian, how lesbianism figures in a life, what it means to come out. In a stricter sense, they are accounts of the process of becoming conscious of oneself as a lesbian, about accepting and affirming that identity against enormous odds, including, of course, the authors’ own resistance to the label.

Not only do such narratives debunk “expert knowledge”, these stories and their tellers also provide possible role models, perhaps prompting further coming to voice. Stories, then, have an inspirational, educational, and consciousness-raising purpose and might indeed have real effects on the future lives or life-courses of their witnesses. This potential affect of the story is its “social role.”

These stories work their way into changing lives, communities and cultures. Through and through, sexual story telling is a political process.

Importantly, the stories told are also stories that serve to strengthen the idea of the lesbian community. As Plummer writes, “Stories gather people around them”, while for Bonnie Zimmerman, they are “instrumental in creating networks and community.” Plummer also identifies a dialectical movement between communities, politics, identities and stories, as communities and stories feed “upon and into the other.”

This relationship between stories and the construction of selves and communities is one that needs to be recognized. Communities, as most often conceived, operate through a process of inclusion/exclusion. In order to have a community, there must be a
boundary separating those who belong from those who do not (and the former relies on the latter). Shared narratives are one process of erecting and maintaining a boundary. The repetition of the “proper narrative” becomes an identification badge for community members, and simultaneously a process through which the community is maintained. Deviations from the proper narrative threaten any community established on the grounds of an assumed sameness. As such, deviations are prohibited. Those telling the wrong story may well find themselves ejected or barred from the community, whilst those unable to tell the proper story will be excluded from the outset. It is against such a reductive and dangerous concept of community based on sameness that Diane Elam proposes a coalition politics based on a groundless solidarity, and Biddy Martin figures a community as being achieved rather than assumed. Judith Butler’s critique of the “feminist community” is an apposite illustration, worth remembering: “Through what exclusions has the feminist [lesbian] subject been constructed, and how do those excluded domains return to haunt the ‘integrity’ and ‘unity’ of the feminist [lesbian] ‘we’.”

The “Proper Narrative”

Whilst the anthologies of personal narratives are not singularly “coming-out” stories, they are often so, representing that moment of coming-into “being a lesbian”. Plummer has identified common features of the coming-out story, which include “the use of some kind of causal language, sense of linear progression, [they] talk with unproblematic language and [they] feel they are ‘discovering a truth’.” Or, in Martin’s terms,
many of the coming-out stories are tautological insofar as they describe a process of coming to know something that has always been true, a truth to which the author has returned. They also describe a linear progression from a past shrouded in confusion or lies to a present or future that represents a liberation from the past. Coming out is conceived, then, as both a return to one’s true self and a desire and a movement beyond distortion and constraint, grounding identity and political unity in moral right and truth.\(^{31}\)

Plummer similarly identifies in the coming-out story a sense of “self-consciousness” about the “self”, about identity

which scans the past life for clues to one’s sexual being. There is a sense of identity … hidden from the surface awaiting clearer recognition, labelling, categorising.\(^{32}\)

Of course, the telling of stories about oneself is part of the construction of an identity for that self, rather than its mere presentation or recording. Barbara Ponse’s empirical research, undertaken in the 1970s, led her to posit the existence of a “gay trajectory” within the lesbian community.\(^{33}\) This operates much like a “narrative trajectory” – unfolding in time, complete with a beginning which leads to a middle which in turn leads to an end. Ponse has identified five recurring components of the trajectory, which can occur in any order. These include being aware of a difference from some assumed “norm”, which is subsequently identified as same-sex attraction, the identification of same-sex attraction as belonging to a “type” of person, the application of that label to the self, the seeking out of others who share that self-identification, and the experience of a same-sex relationship. It is through and within this narrative – what could now be called a performative narrative – that the “self” that “is” categorically lesbian comes into being. (Presumably those who identify as heterosexual have no need to be “self” conscious, and
therefore do not construct an equivalent “straight trajectory”. For Ponse, this narrative is the “biographic norm of the community” and as such is the one most frequently told.  

Reading through the anthologies, this narrative is indeed evident. If there are “auto/biographical norms” operating within the lesbian and gay “community”, which arguably construct such a community, then these already existent and dominant narratives are surely implicated in the construction of one’s own story – and in turn one’s “own” sense of identity. The frame in and through which the self is constituted is already there.

The gay and lesbian “auto/biographical norm” is itself not immune to or divorced from wider narrative imperatives. The notion of a “gay trajectory” aside, Plummer acknowledges that the coming-out stories

fit so well into the widely-held narratives of taking a journey, suffering and finding a home, [that] it is easy to see why they have become so pervasive. There is a fit; they sit well with what we already know.

For Plummer, then, the coming-out story is not specific in its formula, since it contains generic elements of modern stories:

There is always a suffering which gives the tension to the plot; this is followed through a crisis or turning point of epiphany where something has to be done – a silence broken; and this leads to a transformation – a surviving and maybe a surpassing.

The ways in which lesbians make sense of their experiences, and of whom they are, are influenced by the existence of such dominant patterns of story telling. Added to such general dominant models, within autobiographical storytelling there are also dominant models, themselves patterned on this novel form, with its linear progression
and its narrative drive to resolution. In summary, then, lesbian autobiographical narratives work between various models: the dominant model of autobiography, the dominant model of lesbian auto/biography, which may be oral in form, and the dominant model of narratives, per se.

Dominant narratives, of course, do not function in isolation from reality, but very much inform and affect, rather than simply represent, the lived. The dominant narrative of sexuality in the contemporary Western world is that one has a sexuality – and specifically a singular sexuality. It is precisely this dominant narrative that the stories in lesbian anthologies often seek to represent. Writers’ representations of their lesbian sexuality are appeals for inclusion within this dominant narrative, rather than challenges to it.

These “generic” stories, conforming to and performing the dominant and/or lesbian “auto/biographical norm”, might well limit what stories can be told about “being” lesbian, or anything else. Each time this normative narrative of what it is to be lesbian is recited, which includes Ponse’s key narrative components, the more difficult it becomes to imagine, propose, recite or live other lives. Further, there is no acknowledgment, by the writers, of their own involvement in the construction of their identity, through their use of discourses – including the “scientific”, “medical” or “genetic” discourses of “innate sexuality”. For Biddy Martin, “these narratives tend to erase the individual’s and the group’s active participation in their formation as social beings ….”37 Experiences and their interpretations are figured as essences and incontrovertible evidence. In these stories the often confusing, lived experience of sex and sexuality, the contested boundaries and binaries, the contradictions, the contingencies, the contexts, are erased or
ignored in the name of the “truth” of sexual identity. In these individual stories there is then, ironically, too often a sameness.

**Lesbians Performing**

Recognising the potentials and limitations of published anthologies of personal narratives, I now want to turn to the performance, *Fingerlicks*. Aware of the lack of representations of lesbians in theatre, in general, and in Scotland, in particular, mct’s aim for the production was that it should “reach out” to lesbians. The intention was that it should function as the ground upon which to bring different women together, and to find ways for these women to use theatre to “work together and collaborate together and to discuss experiences and find common grounds and find the differences.” On a practical level, it was hoped that the participants would acquire new skills, enabling them to “put their life in front of an audience.”

Despite the difference in the medium, which may indeed make a huge difference, there are structural and thematic similarities between *Fingerlicks* and the aforementioned published anthologies. *Fingerlicks* is performed by eight performers, each of whom has at least one moment in the “spotlight” to enact her story (with other participants playing other roles as necessary). Each of the stories is “discrete”, being self-contained. No single story unfolds throughout the performance, unless one considers the composite picture that is composed by these individual stories as being a larger story. The lives recounted here are all about “being” a lesbian, and are all told from that perspective. For Wilson,
the uniqueness of the group is the diversity of the lesbians involved. The common denominator is that they all have little or no experience of drama and have come together to create a theatre piece. The women come from all walks of life and by being together on stage they create a microcosm of the spectrum of lesbian sexuality.  

Features identified by Biddy Martin and Ken Plummer are uncannily present in some of the stories presented in *Fingerlicks*. Alba’s story is illustrative, beginning as it does with a quote from William Shakespeare’s *Hamlet*: “To thine own self be true.” Alba’s narrative figures a journey in which Alba, supposedly on the path towards her self, endures much pain, including rape by her former husband. By the end, however, we are in no doubt that the outcome is worth the pain endured. Matching Plummer’s “template”, there is suffering, a turning point of epiphany, and a transformation, leading indeed to a surviving and a surpassing.

He raped me. There was no struggle, no shouting, no screaming, no crying. Because that was what he wanted. I knew he could take nothing else from me than he had done over the past 20 years. I was in control. I may have lost a relationship with two of my sons because I’m a lesbian. I may have lost all my material goods. I may be in conflict with my religion. But I’ve regained my self respect. I own all my triumphs, all my successes, all my mistakes. I’ve had more sex in the last 18 months than in the past 20 years and it’s been fantastic. I know who I am. And to thine own self be true.

Alba’s journey, narrated directly to the audience, is one that travels from despair to freedom, and the story appears to employ a very definite narrative trajectory.

However, the route taken is less linear than circular, as Alba *returns* to what she believes she always was. This return is literally remarked in her text, through the repetition of the first and last line: “To thine own self be true.” Alba’s story, then, in line with Martin’s insights, is less one of development than of *rediscovery*. 
This narrative trajectory is equally evident in Caroline’s story. Caroline begins by reflecting on herself as an eight year old going to visit her Aunty Bessy with her mum and dad. Aunty Bessy lived with Aunty Charlotte, “in a posh house, with a big garden, and a cat”. Her mum said that the two aunties were just very good friends. Caroline remembers they both wore trousers, and the only other woman she knew who did that was Ivy Diddle. (Tellingly, this name had become a euphemism for lesbians in the place where Caroline lived. Her older sister had even told her that “Aunty Bessy and Aunty Charlotte are Ivy Diddles.”) The narrative then tracks forward to Caroline, aged 18.

C: [Miming being on phone.] Right – I need to go. Bye. I was 18. I needed to be on the phone for hours. I had to know where we were going that weekend. Who fancied who. What to wear. And I wanted to be part of the group. I loved clothes. Makeup. I was a young woman and was feminine. And I liked it. [A., a female friend, enters.] Hi, I’ve started night-school for shorthand and typing, it’s next door to a pub called Vintners – Clyde Street. Do you want to go for a drink?

A: Yeah, ok.

[They walk, music and lights – “I am what I am” plays, as they enter “pub”.]

A: Is this a gay bar?

C: Well, there’s plenty of men, but we’re the only women.

A: No we’re not. They’re women over there.

C: They’re women?

A: Caroline, this is a gay bar. They are lezzies.

C: Really? They look like men. I thought lezzies liked women?

A: Well, that one likes the look of you.

C: I’m not going to be like them.

[She covers her mouth quickly as she realizes what she has just blurted out.]
Mirroring Alba’s story, Caroline, in spite of her supposed awareness of her attraction to women, gets married, has a child, and endures an unhappy and abusive marriage. She then meets a woman and her story ends with the declaration:

We’ve been in love for seven years now. My son and I live with Brenda. Same village, same avenue, same neighbours. Just a different life. And I know I never had a choice – I’m a lesbian. I always have been. I no longer feel any guilt or shame. I’m good. I’m happy. I’m happy about who I am. I’ve got a nice garden, I’ve got a posh house, I’ve got three cats. And Brenda and I, we’re Ivy Diddles.

As with Alba, Caroline has made a journey, from a “wrong” choice to the only possible, therefore “right”, choice. And just as Alba’s story ends with the same line it began so too does Caroline’s story tie beginning and end through the repeated motif of “Ivy Diddle”. In both stories, traumatic difficulties are encountered and overcome, with the happy ending assured. Indeed, to become what they have always been is the only possible way that the happy ending can be achieved; otherwise they would be denying who they are.

In both these examples Martin’s tautology – *coming to know something that has always been true* – is explicit. Caroline “had no choice” about being an “Ivy Diddle”. In spite of her heterosexual marriage, she has returned to that which she always was.

Similarly, Alba has also returned to her “true” self, which is her lesbian self. This return to a “truth” simultaneously suggests that the life previously lived, prior to this return, was an aberration, an untruth, an inauthentic life. Here then, we witness Martin’s “movement beyond distortion” and towards “liberation”, the inscription of the “moral right”.
Both Alba’s and Caroline’s rendering of the past is typical of the coming-out story, as the past is sifted for clues that point to the present lesbian identity – clues which verify the authenticity and authority of that identity. In Alba’s story, she fondly remembers herself as a school-girl, admiring other girl’s bodies in the school-showers. In Caroline’s story, the transformative forensic activity uncovers trips to the gay bar.

Well, I went to Vintners every week… Why? I wasn’t sure. Yes, I was, I was attracted to women.

Caroline first states she did not know why she went to the gay bar, and then insists that she did know. Two Carolines are perceptible here, the Caroline of the past who denies acknowledging her sexuality, and the Caroline of the present who reclaims that sexuality, who rereads previous events from the place of the present; from the present, secure, lesbian identity. Whilst the Caroline of the past claims that she “wasn’t sure”, the Caroline of the present interprets that “unsureness” as “denial”, and cancels it out by being absolutely sure now, about what she really felt or knew then. In this narrative, it is not that she was not a lesbian then. In fact, she was one, but could not admit it. This reinterpreted past is the proof of who she is now. She is who she evidently always was. Any gap between “was” and “is” becomes erased through this reinterpretive act and any tension between then and now is also negated through ascribing authority to the present Caroline. The Caroline standing in front of us is the one who definitively knows the truth about who she is and was. This is the real Caroline. Her past, which includes her heterosexual past, is brought into line with the present, serving to provide a solid ground for this present, a ground upon which this act of reinterpretation is itself enabled. The act
of remembering, then, contains within it a dialectical movement, as past and present become mutually dependent, supportive and regenerative. Such reinscription of course enables the production of a coherent narrative told by a unified narrator. The “proper narrative” is recited here; the lesbian community, constructed on the secure grounds of stable sexual identity, remains unthreatened. The separating wall between “us” and “them” similarly remains in place, unbreached.

Performing Lesbians

Acknowledging that some of the tales told in Fingerlicks mirror dominant narrative structures, I would be doing an extreme disservice to the production, its creators, and its audiences, if I failed to recognize that within Fingerlicks there are other sides to the story. Liz Stanley challenges Martin’s criticisms of lesbian coming-out anthologies by suggesting that though it is “easy to dismiss coming out stories for their lack of sophistication in theorising ‘self’ and its relationship to collectivities and identities” such criticism does not recognize that coming-out anthologies enable a dialogue. The readers of anthologies are active readers, and as such they contrast the stories read with their own experiences, rather than just consuming them unquestioningly. Readers “read between, above, and beyond the lines.”

The criticism frequently made of personal narratives that Stanley takes to task here is that they unproblematically assume a referentiality between experience and the writing of that experience. For Stanley, criticisms such as this are, at the outset, misplaced, since the primary import of these anthologies is their “fundamentally political character […].” Set within a context of intolerance, the political character of
*Fingerlicks* is of course primary. However, the performance does also play ambiguously, though strategically, with the referent. One reason that performers so frequently use personal material as a resource is that its assumed relationship to the “real” affords it a particular power. Believing that something really happened, invests it with a political urgency; as witnesses to this event that did really happen, we are implicated in it, must change the reality, must stop it happening again, etc. Such is the potential effect of an appeal to the real. However, one cannot, of course, ever represent the real. It is always a representation. And many performers, whilst activating the power of the autobiographical mode, simultaneously place the referent into a situation of instability, prompting us to question the status of what we see. Bobby Baker, for example, evidently plays herself as a persona, so is not, then, in fact playing herself;⁴³ Tim Miller makes it explicit that his autobiographical performances can be nowhere near to the lived mess of his experience.⁴⁴

Certain representational forms used in *Fingerlicks* prompt referential readings. A frequent mode of delivery is the direct address – seemingly unadorned, straight to audience. We appear to see before us Alba, who tells us her own story. Alba plays Alba, Caroline plays Caroline, Seg plays Seg. The assumption of referentiality is also encouraged by the minimal mise-en-scène. The stage is mostly bare, and the performers ostensibly appear to be wearing their own clothes – that is, they do not seem to be wearing costumes. (Of course, they are – that of the “everyday”.) Taken together, the effect suggests a denial of theatricality. (Which is, of course, a carefully stage-managed effect.) What we see appears to be “raw”, and there is perhaps a certain assumed correlation, or slip, between “raw” and “truthful” and the *real thing*. In an interesting
comparison, Jon Dovey arrives at a similar conclusion in his study of “first person media”, stating that:

> the low grade video image has become the privileged form of TV ‘truth telling’, signifying authenticity and an indexical reproduction of the real world; indexical in the sense of presuming a direct and transparent correspondence between what is in front of the camera and its taped representation.\(^{45}\)

The fact that the performers are not professional actors also appears to provide some ground for the assumption that what they are sharing is therefore implicitly closer to the real and authentic, or in Dovey’s words, “amateurishness [is read as] a guarantee of truth.”\(^{46}\)

In tension with such assumptions, however, is the unavoidable fact that what we see before us is a *performance*, that the women are on a stage, at some distance from us, *performing*. The use of stage lighting and music make this even more evident. In contrast to the images consumed via the television monitor, the apparatus of the medium is here always apparent. We see it. Even without a lavish set, or costumes, the theatrical “frame” which separates us from the performers is always present. And what takes place within this frame are “enactments”. This is not a documentary, situated in supposedly real time. This is Caroline re-enacting her story, these are women playing other characters, including men. Finally, the very constructed nature of the stories, the presence of the narratives, the neat resolutions, the recurring motifs and repetition of key phrases, the carefully managed comic timing, make the status of these *stories* apparent. It is difficult, sitting in a theatre, to mistake a representation for the real. And it is evident, in the shaky, nervous voices of the non-professional performers, that this act of
representation is hard work. As Wilson states, the performers have “actually moulded and shaped one of their experiences into something creative.”

Astutely aware of the political potential afforded by theatre, *Fingerlicks* capitalizes on the shared space and time of the live theatrical experience through strategically incorporating what might be called “shared symbols”. These act as gelling agents for spectators, in the service of community construction. In the performance, the use of assumed shared signs include geographical or site related symbols, such as the Vintners bar, recalled by Caroline. As Glasgow’s first gay bar, which has since been demolished, Vintners is a powerful symbol not only of a local geography, but also local history. These symbols, then, are not just general lesbian symbols, but more importantly are culturally specific, and would only hold significance for a local population. Location and sexual identity become implicated in each other. This significance is made tangible in the live theatre event, as members of the audience reveal their connection to and with the local, through laughter, head nodding, whispering to companions, etc. The awareness of shared local knowledge potentially induces a powerful sense of community cohesion – a community that is bound both by geography and sexuality. On the other hand, this cohesive tactic carries an implicit risk, as it excludes those who do not share the knowledge. The focus on the local, as with the focus on sexuality, necessarily confronts its own limitations – the non-transferability of the symbols.

Other, more general, “symbols” include those taken from contemporary British popular culture. The story enacted by Lynne includes a re-enactment from the soap opera, *Brookside*, a programme that, in the late 1990s, had particular interest for many British lesbians.
At the age of 14, Lynne was confused and very glued to the box.

[“Brookside” music plays. P and A come on stage together. Lynne watches them from the armchair.]

Margaret, I’ve got something to tell you.

What is it Beth?

This “excerpt” from the soap culminates with “Beth” and “Margaret” indulging in a long, deep kiss. The clapping and cheering from the auditorium is immediate and sustained, causing the performers to take a pause before continuing with their stories. Such a response is presumably an indication of the recognition of the reference. Moreover, the fact that the two women who re-enact “that kiss”, live onstage, are self-identified lesbians rather than actresses acting as lesbians, probably added to the spectators’ pleasure.

Finally, another form of “symbol” used variously throughout the performance is that of the “expected scenario”, which, precisely because it is predictable in its content, again enables a sense of shared experiences and knowledge. Whether these scenarios are “true” and are based on actual events is irrelevant. Their status is as lesbian folklore, and like folk stories, they engender a sense of “the folk”, of community, whilst at the same time, perhaps assuming that community. At a live theatre event, one is with the folk, sharing the experience.

In Fingerlicks, the inscription of lesbian folklore occurs just after the participant, Seg, has come out to her parents. Prior to revealing her sexuality, she tells them that she no longer wants to train in Physical Education. Upon learning of her lesbianism, her mother asks her whether she is mad.
Throwing your life away like that. Is it this gay thing why you can’t be a PE teacher?

Seg replies with one single word: “Hardly”. For many who identify as lesbian, the “myth” of having a crush on the often assumed to be lesbian PE teacher is rife, and the mother’s naivety here, alongside Seg’s “knowing” answer, produces a wonderful comic moment. Providing you are in on the joke, of course.⁴⁸

Further countering Martin’s criticism of published lesbian anthologies, Stanley refers to the wide diversity of “lesbian experience” displayed in them, demanding that attention should be paid to the specifics of each story, rather than merely identifying the more obvious similarities in the narratives. Such attention would reveal the “hints and more than hints of fractures and disagreements.”⁴⁹ Similarly, though it is possible to critique Fingerlicks for its inscription of sexual essences and the centrality of sexuality as an organizing perspective, it is difficult to ignore the fact that there are eight different performers, with eight different lives, each performed in a different way. Though individual stories might contain moments of resolution, the presence of eight individual tales told in different modes results in an overall production that is neither seamless nor coherent. Alongside the narrative style of Alba’s story there is the dramatic exposition of Caroline’s story, punctured by Christabel singing her story, all of which are disrupted by short, comic, non-narrative interludes or sketches.

Similarly, while Alba’s and Caroline’s stories follow the predictable narrative trajectory, which leads the protagonist from silence to speech, from guilt to celebration, Lynne’s story, by contrast, does not fulfill the demands of this convention. Admittedly,
her story does start off on the typical path, but it refuses to stay there as she refuses to provide a closure to her narrative.

The story begins with the following statement, told by another participant:

At the age of 11, Lynne began to wonder why she was different from her school friends.

Lynne’s felt “difference” is inscribed immediately and she tries to make sense of her feelings by seeking references from the culture around her, confirming Plummer’s insights into the “self-consciousness” of the gay or lesbian “self”. Lynne finds the references she needs in the lesbian affair on *Brookside*, and in the “confessions” of Rikki Lake’s guests. (This doubling of the confession – and its place in identity construction – is worth noting.) Advised by her older cousin to contact the Lesbian and Gay Switchboard, Lynne is told about their youth group. Being only 15, however, she has to get permission from her parents to attend, which obviously means that she has to “come out” to them.

[Mother and father are sitting in the two armchairs, as if watching Television. Lynne approaches them.]

Lynne: Mum, dad. Mum, dad, I want to ask you’se something. [Both ignore her.] Mum! [Dad turns TV off.]

Mum: All right, what is it?

Lynne: It’s just that I’m going to a youth group on Monday.

Mum: What kind of youth group?

Lynne: I can’t tell you.
Mum: Well, where is it then?

Lynne: I can’t tell you that either.

Mum: What do you mean, you can’t tell us?

Lynne: I just can’t.

Dad: Well, in that case you’ll not be going.

Lynne: Oh for god’s sake, it’s a lesbian youth group!

[Father gets up, looks at her, and silently leaves the room. The mother then gets up and exits with this parting shot:]

Mum: What have you done to us?

[The scene ends with Lynne sitting down in one of the armchairs. She looks small, as she shrinks into the large seat. She sits with her hands by her sides, and her head down, forlorn, and still. The lights fade on her down-turned head, so that she is left sitting in darkness. The track, “She Screams in Silence”, by Greenday, plays this scene out.]

Lynne’s story does not end happily. But what is revealing and important about this story is that, as yet, there is no narrative ending. Instead, there is a pause. Lynne is the youngest participant in Fingerlicks. Unlike the other women, she does not yet have a secure lesbian present from which she can look back and reinterpret or rewrite her past. She does not have the benefit of hindsight, nor the reassurance that things will be all right. Here, there is no distance between the “bad” past and the “good” present. In life, her sexual story has not been resolved, and so she cannot provide a neat resolution here. Lynne’s story appears to capture the moment of the present, and the uncertainty of the present, before it has become a narrated, past, event. And this present is here, in front of us – this is the teenager Lynne that we are witnessing. This is also, I would argue, the privileged moment of live theatre, and its aptness as an autobiographical medium.
Complicating this somewhat, and further fracturing the linearity of the performance, the fact that Lynne *is* here, in front of us, *telling* this story, *here and now*, perhaps does inscribe some sort of resolution. What she says and where she says it from are not quite in synch; what we hear and see are slightly different. This is, again, of course, the potential of theatre. Whilst her performance shows a young woman screaming in silence, that same performance *is* the scream made loud. That is, her involvement in this project is itself some sort of outcome. This is true of all the participants in *Fingerlicks*. The ultimate sign of the performers shift from guilt, or self-loathing, or rejection, or confusion, to acceptance, celebration and affirmation, is their presence in this production. And the production does not merely reflect, but actively enables the *practice* of this acceptance, celebration and affirmation. In this sense, it is performative.

Arguably, the performers in *Fingerlicks* are as affected through the telling of their stories as much as the spectators are affected through seeing them. Talking out demands an agency, and in the moment of performing, that agency is both experienced and perceived. Who knows what real effect Lynne’s participation in *Fingerlicks* will have on the actual paths her life now takes? Performances such as these do not merely report on experiences, but they may alter future experiences. So the future life becomes implicated by the reporting of the life already lived. Involvement in these productions necessarily becomes a part of the life-story, rather than merely commenting upon it. Although the lights come down on an isolated, rejected and abjected Lynne, her presence here bears witness to the fact that this is *not* where this story actually ends.
Of course, one of the greatest differences between *Fingerlicks* and the published anthologies of lesbian experiences, is that the former is a collaborative process, involving the material presence of live bodies in shared space. The process of *Fingerlicks* was one that lasted six months, with the women working together on a weekly basis to collectively create the show. At the end of the piece, the eight women line up, side by side, and each one recites a single phrase from her story. These phrases, like the women saying them, stand alone, and although the words are spoken side by side, they do not automatically add up to any cohesive statement. Instead, the words are reminders of the diverse stories and experiences that have been shared. Lynne’s phrase, for example, is “She screams in silence”, and Caroline’s is “We’re Ivy Diddles”. However, the very last phrase of *Fingerlicks* is spoken by all of the women, simultaneously:

Together. Fingerlicks.

This final line figures a community arrived at without imposing a sense of closure and resolution onto the production. Instead, what we are left with is an image of a group of women who have come together, for this project. This project, and in turn our witnessing of their stories, has only been possible through their shared participation. What is brought into focus at the end, then, is the project, *Fingerlicks*, and the shared experience of this, rather than a single, shared experience of “being” a lesbian. Perhaps this ending of *Fingerlicks* suggests, by example, the possibility of navigating a path between the powerful but potentially dangerous authority of individual experience and the active creation of communities. Here, at the end, *Fingerlicks* is the community.
And it is at the end of the night, in the theatre bar, or on the street outside the venue, or on the route home, that the tangible difference of live theatre makes its potential felt. For after the event the dialogue begins, as individual spectators speak their shared moments, differences, disagreements, aspirations and hopes to each other. This, then, is the potential dialogic quality of autobiography, as identified by Stanley.\textsuperscript{52} But more specifically, this is the dialogic opportunity particularly afforded and prompted by the collaborative nature of theatre, which demands, in most instances at least, an audience.\textsuperscript{53}
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